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Graphical abstract
Public summary

- Nanopore-seq can dissect native DNA/RNA molecules from any organisms at unlimited length

- A wide variety of algorithms greatly increase the accuracy of signal decoding in Nanopore-Seq

- Nanopore-Seq significantly facilitates genome assembly and structural variant calling, and can simultaneously detect
base modifications

- These advantages ensure its great potentials in future medical and agricultural practices
ll www.cell.com/the-innovation
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The Human Genome Project opened an era of (epi)genomic research,
and also provided a platform for the development of new sequencing
technologies. During and after the project, several sequencing technolo-
gies continue to dominate nucleic acid sequencing markets. Currently,
Illumina (short-read), PacBio (long-read), and Oxford Nanopore (long-
read) are the most popular sequencing technologies. Unlike PacBio or
the popular short-read sequencers before it, which, as examples of the
second or so-calledNext-Generation Sequencing platforms, need to syn-
thesize when sequencing, nanopore technology directly sequences
native DNA and RNAmolecules. Nanopore sequencing, therefore, avoids
converting mRNA into cDNA molecules, which not only allows for the
sequencing of extremely long native DNA and full-length RNAmolecules
but also document modifications that have been made to those native
DNA or RNA bases. In this review on direct DNA sequencing and direct
RNA sequencing using Oxford Nanopore technology, we focus on their
development and application achievements, discussing their challenges
and future perspective. We also address the problems researchers may
encounter applying these approaches in their research topics, and how
to resolve them.

Keywords: nanopore sequencing; direct DNA sequencing; direct RNA
sequencing; base modification; base-calling; long-read sequencing;
tools and algorithms

INTRODUCTION
The applications of DNA and RNA sequencing have greatly promoted

research in the life sciences and catapulted biological research into the
genomic and post-genomic era. The success of the Human Genome Project
(HGP) has promoted the development of sequencing technologies and their
large-scale application. The HPG started in 1990 and its first draft genome
was published in 2001,1 and finally completed and reported in 2004.2 It initi-
ated the flourishing period of next-generation sequencing (NGS), in which
diverse platforms sprang up, from short-read sequencing3 to long-read
sequencing.4 In 2004, Pacific Biosciences was founded, focusing on single-
molecule real-time sequencing.5 The following year, Oxford Nanopore was
founded. Nanopore sequencing provides single-nucleotide detection and
analytical capabilities that are achieved by electrophoretically driving mole-
cules in solution through a nano-scale pore.6 Nevertheless, the concept
ll
behind nanopore sequencing can be traced back to 1989,4 much earlier
than the NGS technologies, However, its first commercial products were
not released until 2014.4 Demanding features of the sequencing methodol-
ogy hindered its refinement, which slowed down its wide application.
Currently, related algorithms and tools have been developed and released,
and the use of nanopore sequencing is becoming increasingly frequent. Its
complexity, the diversity of associated algorithms and tools, and the require-
ment for high-purity nucleic acids for library preparation may confuse poten-
tial users lacking sufficient background information. In the review, we focus
on issues related to nanopore direct DNA sequencing and direct RNA
sequencing, so that readers can understand how nanopore sequencing
works and how to use the new technology to serve their interests.

A brief history of nanopore sequencing
The development of nanopore sequencing may also have been a byprod-

uct of the HGP, which was first proposed in 1985 but was finally funded in
1990. During this period,many scientists began to imagine effectivemethods
for sequencing human genomic DNA in its entirety. One such scientist was
Dr. David Deamer, who first proposed an idea to sequence DNA with mem-
brane electrophoresis in 1989while vacationing in Oregon. The idea he jotted
in his notebook at the time is very similar to the nanopore sequencing tech-
nology in current use. At the time, his lab was focusing on lipochemistry.
Thus, the need for, and ability of, cells to pass specific molecules through
membranes may have influenced his approach to sequencing, maybe the
HGP budget authorized in 1988 made him think about the possibility. While
Kasianowicz, whowasworking onDNAsequencingwithprotein-made pores,
was invited to collaborate on the idea Deamer jotted in his notebook and pub-
lished the seminal paper in PNAS in 1996, where they prosed to monitor al-
terations in ion current blockades to detect the sequence of bases in single
molecules of DNA or RNA when they pass through a minute opening—a
nanopore—in a lipid bilayer membrane.7 Afterward, Kasianowicz returned
to focusing on dissecting DNA sequence through protein-comprised nano-
pores embedded in a lipid bilayer membrane,8–20 independent of his collab-
oration with Deamer on that paper.7 Meanwhile, George Church was strug-
gling to scale up the sequencing throughput of the HPG, and thus
proposed a similar idea to sequence double-stranded DNA via electronically
monitoring phage packing motors embedded in a lipid bilayer. Hagan Bayley
was first to artificially synthesize hemolysin nanopores in a lipid bilayer
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Figure 1. Schematic field application of ONT direct DNA
sequencing CsgG is the protein for current commercial
nanopores in Oxford Nanopore flowcells. DNA/RNA hybrid
comes from reverse-transcription, the first-strand cDNA and
template RNA formed hybrid can prevent the secondary
structure of native RNAs, thus facilitate direct RNA
sequencing, but cDNA does not enter into the pores for
sequencing. Motor protein, a kind of protein that can control
the speed of nucleic acid molecules passing through nano-
pores, is normally used to decrease the speed.
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membrane to allow single-strand DNA or RNAmolecules to pass through un-
der certain voltage, the ion current signals produced from bases going
through the pores could be observed,9,11,13,21–29 thus after he moved to Ox-
ford University, he co-founded the Oxford Nanopore company in 2005.

At first, the major challenge for nanopore sequencing was to control the
speed of translocation from the cis- to the trans-chambers, which are sepa-
rated by a lipid bilayer membrane. Finally, in 2010, phi29 DNA polymerase
was found to solve this issue by effectively regulating the translocation speed
of single-strand DNA.30,31 Meanwhile, the alpha-hemolysin pore was found
not to be the best choice for discerning DNA nucleotides.4 Later, MspA, a
Mycobacterium smegmatis porin, was found to be more suitable as the pro-
tein for nanopore, with a funnel-like geometry that narrowed to an �1.2-nm-
diameter and a%0.6-nm-long tube, which is optimal for single-strand nucleic
acids.32 The coupling of MspA and phi29 DNA polymerase showed signifi-
cantly increased performance in the sequencing of the phi X174 genome.33

However, the porin used by Oxford Nanopore for commercial flow cells is
CsgG,34 since the height (85 Å) of the channel made of CsgG35 even can
set two detectors along the channel to monitor the ion current signals. In
2014, some 18 years after Deamer’s initial inspiration, commercial flowcell
R7.3 was finally released to the genomics community.4 Figure 1 gives an
overview of how nanopore sequencing works.

Tools and algorithms developed for nanopore sequencing
Because nanopore sequencing detects alterations in ion current when

different bases pass through protein nanometer-scale pores at a specified
voltage, the device needs to be sensitive enough to discern signals reflecting
different DNA nucleotides, with or withoutmodification. In addition, DNA frag-
ments pass through nanopores at high speed, and the device can only record
signals for 5 to 6bases as a pulse. The deduction of correct DNAbaseswithin
each pulse increases the difficulty in data analysis. Subsequently, diverse al-
gorithms have been developed to recognize the sequenced bases; however,
their accuracy was still vastly inferior to that achieved by the base-calling
method of sequencing by synthesis. Although deep-learning algorism shows
better performance, the relatively high error rate requires additional algo-
rithms specific for downstream applications and analysis. Therefore, we first
review the tools and algorithms developed specifically for nanopore
sequencing.

Development of base-calling algorithms. Initially, Hidden Markov
Model (HMM) and Viterbi decoding approaches, such as Metrichor and
Nanocall, were exclusively adopted for base-calling, albeit unfortunately
with low accuracy. In current years, deep neural networks have been widely
implemented in base-calling tools, including convolutional neural networks,
recurrent neural networks (RNN), and connectionist temporal classification
(CTC) decoders, which greatly improved base-calling accuracy to more
than 98% for DNA sequencing from less than 80% HMM algorithm called.36

For HMM and Viterbi decoding approaches, Timp et al. (2012)37 demon-
strated the method’s potential for usage in the real world, because decoding
3–base pair (bp) resolution nanopore electrical measurements into a DNA
2 The Innovation 2, 100153, November 28, 2021
sequence using an HMM can reach around 98% accuracy. However, when
the flowcell R7.3 was released, each documented ion current signal
comprising 5 to 6 bases, nearly two times longer than the 3-bp length,
made the algorithm dramatically decrease its accuracy. To find a better res-
olution for base-calling, Teng et al.38 reported an algorithm called Chiron,
which was the first deep-learning model to achieve end-to-end base-calling,
and not necessary to segment the ion current signals from a sequenced nu-
cleic acid molecule to detect the corresponding bases. Thismeans it directly
translates the raw current signal to a DNA sequence without the error-prone
segmentation step, which may avoid the error caused by segmentation, but
may increase computing time. To further improve the quality of base-calling,
Zeng et al.39 presentedCausalcall, an end-to-end temporal convolution-based
deep-learning model for accurate and fast nanopore base-calling. It directly
identifies base sequences of varying lengths from current measurements
in long time series, but still cannot decrease artificial deletion caused by
low ion current signals. Zhang et al.40 also proposed a refined U-net model
(thus, a UR-netmodel, an enhanced U-netmodel for 1D sequence segmenta-
tion) called URnano to improve previous end-to-end deep-learning models.
Early neural-networkbase-callers (such asDeepNano41 andBasecRAWller42)
relied on a preprocessing step that segmented the current measurements
into discrete events that may artificially introduce errors when segmenting
the ion current signals. To avoid such flaws, Konishi et al.43 developed an
improved base-caller, Halcyon, which utilizes an encoder-decoder model
incorporating neural-network techniques to improve base-calling accuracy,
but may increase computing time.

Although theNanopore company developedGuppy44 and Bonito base-cal-
lers can make the accuracy of DNA nanopore sequencing reach more than
99%, the third parties still have been attempting to develop more accurate al-
gorithms for the nanopore sequencing community. One example comes
from a trial that embedded a chip with a complementary metal-oxide-semi-
conductor (CMOS) base-caller alongside nanopore sensors to predict the
molecule’s base-pair constitution.45 Another test46 is to use an accelerator
consisting of a low-power real-time field-programmable gate array (FPGA) in-
tegrated circuit for the base-calling task.46 Although these algorithms
currently are not better than Nanopore company-developed base-callers,
the different strategies used to develop new algorithms may benefit nano-
pore base-calling in the future.

For nanopore sequencing, not only can a single strand of a genomic region
be sequenced, but also both strands in a genomic region can be sequenced
via a hairpin adapter. Single-strand sequencing is called 1D sequencing, while
double-strand sequencingwaspreviously called 2D sequencing, becauseof a
dispute with the Pacific Biosciences company, now the 2D sequencing is
called 1D2 (1D squared). 1D2 reads reflect consensus sequence generated
from the base-calling of both forward- and reverse-strand DNA connected
with a hairpin adapter. Currently, 1D2 reads cannot be base-called with com-
mon open-source algorithms, e.g. Nanocall. Although Nanocall has lower
base-calling accuracy (�68%), it supports offline base-calling for Oxford
Nanopore sequencing data.47 The offline base-calling may help users to
www.cell.com/the-innovation
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Table 1. Tools and algorthms developed for basecalling

Tool Description Algorithm Advantages Rate Disadvantages Link
Reference
(PMID)

Chiron Basecalling deep learning no segmentation 2000 (bp/s) Not suitable for
large genomes

https://github.com/
haotianteng/chiron

29648610

Causalcall Basecalling Temporal
Convolutional
Network

directly identifies base
sequences of varying
lengths

7000 (bp/s) base deletions https://github.com/
scutbioinformatic/
causalcall

32038706

URnano Basecalling deep neural
networks

model sequential
dependencies for a
one-dimensional
segmentation task

3600 (bp/s) segmentation https://github.com/
yaozhong/URnano

32321433

DeepNano Basecalling Deep recurrent
neural networks

open-source 1250 (bp/s) Not suitable for
large genomes

https://github.com/
jeammimi/deepnano

28582401

BasecRAWller Basecalling unidirectional
recurrent neural
networks

1) streaming basecalling,
2) tunable ratio of
insertions to deletions,
and 3) potential for
streaming detection of
modified bases

200 (bp/s) non-detectable
covalently
modified bases

https://github.com/
rrwick/Basecalling-
comparison

Halcyon Basecalling Convolutional
Neural Network
and recurrent
neural network

no segmentation
and semantic
correspondence

250 (bp/s) decrease speed https://github.com/
relastle/halcyon

33165508

CMOS nanopore
sensors

complementary
metal-oxide-
semiconductor

- - - - 28269559

FPGA nanopore
sensors

Field-
programmable
gate array

- - - - 31825872

Nanocall Basecalling Hidden Markov
Model

offline, free and private 700 (bp/s) not currently
integrate ’2D’
read

https://github.com/
mateidavid/nanocall

27614348

Guppy Basecalling taxon-specific
dataset and neural
network model

reduction of errors in
methylation motifs
and no segmentation

120,000 (bp/s) a custom model
using a larger
neural network
and/or training
data from the
same species

https://community.
nanoporetech.com

31234903

PoreOver Basecalling CTC-trained neural
network and hidden
Markov models

compatible with
multiple nanopore
basecallers

450 (bp/s) not currently
integrate ’2D’
read

https://github.com/
jordisr/poreover

33468205
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saveCPU/GPUwhennanoporesequencing since the base-calling can beper-
formed after nanopore sequencing.

There are further efforts to improve base-calling accuracy. In experimental
design optimization, ONT has introduced a new sequencing method called
1D2 to sequentially sequence the cDNA strand after one strand has been
sequenced, but without requiring ligation of a hairpin in the older ONT 2D
technology, which also sequences both forward- and reverse-strand frag-
ments but they were ligated with a hairpin adapter to sequentially sequence
forward and reverse genomic fragments. In algorithm ways, Jordi Silvestre-
Ryan and Ian Holmes designed a free computational approach, named Bo-
nito base-caller.36 It allows users to use their data in a training module to
generate custom models through CTC training of deep neural networks.36

With 1D2 and Bonito algorithm, the base-calling accuracy may get to
98.1%.36 Table 1 shows the tools and algorithms developed for base-calling.
Tools and algorithms developed for alignment. Recent advances in nano-
pore sequencing technologies promise ultra-long-reads with N50 >100 kb
and read lengths up to 882 kb,48 which enables production of full-length
mRNA reads for direct RNA sequencing (DRS).49,50 It requires new alignment
algorithms to process such long-reads. Unlike seed-and-extend algorithms in
traditional alignment—e.g., BLAST and LAST use adaptive seeds, whose
matches are chosen based on their rareness—these tools use fixed-length
ll
matches, thereby guaranteeing the number of matches of a given sequence
length, which achieves fast and sensitive comparison of ultra-long se-
quences.51 Nevertheless, the runtime of LAST will increase linearly with
sequence length. In addition, for those quite short DNA reads, LAST may
also take a longer time than those with slightly long-reads for the same initial
data. GraphMap is designed to handle high-error Nanopore reads, which pro-
gressively refine candidate alignments with a fast graph traversal to align
long-reads with speed and high precision (>95%), but may need more mem-
ory resources.52 Currently, Minimap2 is a popular tool for long-read align-
ment. It does split-read alignment (aka chimeric read alignment), employs
concave gap cost for long insertions and deletions, and introduces new heu-
ristics to reduce spurious alignments, making the tool 30 times faster than
other long-read genomic or cDNA mappers, while obtaining higher
accuracy.53

To quickly find unknown DNA fragments in metagenomic sequencing
data, ONT devices provide a unique solution for real-time targeted
sequencing known as ReadUntil. It allows nanopore devices to selectively
eject reads from pores in real time via real-time alignment while sequencing
(bear in mind that Nanopore reads are typically quite long). By precluding
knowngenomic sequences, could result in the sequencing of purely unknown
genomic sequences. Kovaka et al.54 developed the UNCALLED tool, an open-
The Innovation 2, 100153, November 28, 2021 3



Figure 2. Two genome assembly strategies for ONT Short
solid strips stand for nanopore reads, the red one means
error-prone reads and the green one means corrected reads;
long hollow strips represent contigs, the red one means low
reliable contig and the green one means high reliable contig;
the black boxes in solid strips and hollow strips indicate
errors.
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source mapper that probabilistically considers k-mers that could be repre-
sented by the signal, and then prunes the candidates based on the reference
encoded within a Ferragina-Manzini index. The UNCALLED alignment tool
can selectively sequence and analyze targeted genomic data in metage-
nomic samples, also have structural variants or DNA modification informa-
tion, which would be lost with conventional targeted sequencing methods.
Tools and algorithms developed for genome assembly. Genome assem-
bly is one of the most important research topics in genome biology. Long-
read sequencing can significantly improve the assembly accuracy of
assembled genomes.55–58 It will also play an important role in solving the
assembly of (peri)centromeric genomic regions full of transposable ele-
ments (TEs) and centromeric satellites.58–60 For instance, with N50 read
length around 100 Kb, ONT DDS super-long-reads can readthrough
genomic repeat regions unsolvable in short-read sequencing.48,56–58

Long-reads produced from third-generation sequencing platforms, e.g., Pa-
cific Bioscience and Oxford Nanopore Technologies, are not only long but
also have relatively high error rates, which require a genomeassembly strat-
egy that differs from previous algorithms.61 However, most of at least 97
assemblers (https://bioinformaticshome.com/tools/wga/wga.html) are
only suitable for NGS short-reads. By far, the relatively low base-calling ac-
curacy of ONT DDS still needs improved algorithms and elegant strate-
gies.62–64 Moreover, the error distribution of nanopore sequencing is
more complicated than that of PacBio sequencing. The higher-error sub-se-
quences from ONT DDS reads are widely distributed, and sometimes even
reached a 50% error rate in 1,000-bp length reads with earlier base-calling
tools.65 Studies also showed that the longer the sequencing read, the
more high-error subsequence regions.65–67 It limited the application of
ONT DDS in complex genomes in its early developmental stages.68 Never-
theless, with optimized algorithms, the platform could still be used to re-
assemble genomes relatively accurately.65 For example, Chen et al. propose
an adaptive read selection method to quickly correct nanopore reads with
more accuracy for assembly, the corrected ratio for low-quality reads can
reach 45.85% to 99.34% of low-quality reads.65 In addition, Flye was devel-
oped by Kolmogorov et al., although the human genome assembled by Flye
has a rather high error rate (1.2% for the Flye HUMAN assembly), the reduc-
tion of error rate with an order of magnitude can be reached via polishing
with Illumina reads.69

Currently, there are two strategies for long-read genome assembly of
nanopore sequencing, namely “correct-then-assemble” and “assemble-
then-correct” (Figure 2). For example, Falcon,70 Canu,71, and NECAT,65

employ the correct-then-assemble strategy. They first correct errors in
the reads before assembling them into genomes. In contrast, other tools
adopt the “assemble-then-correct” strategy, such as MiniASM,72 Flye,69

wtdbg2,73 Shasta,74 Smartdenovo,75 and Raven.76 They directly assemble
uncorrected reads into genomes, and then correct the assembled genomes.
The “correct-then-assemble” strategy usually takes much computing time in
error correction, thus has a slower overall assembly speed than the
“assemble-then-correct” strategy. However, the direct assembly of uncorrec-
ted sequencing reads may result in unsolvable errors in the assembly, which
leads to assembly failures in particularly complex regions of the genome,71,77

whereas, the “correct-then-assemble” strategy can achieve accurate assem-
4 The Innovation 2, 100153, November 28, 2021
bly results, and more contiguous.70,71,77 To make distinctions between
repeated fragments and alleles, which are both integral to complex genome
assembly,70 nanopore sequencing technology must rely on sensitive
alignment and/or efficient error correction.64 The “correct-then-assemble” al-
gorithms can distinguish regions at a distinct percentage of sequence differ-
ence, NECAT at 1%, Canu at 3%, and Falcon at about 5%. An opposite
example for genome assembly is the “assemble-then-correct” algorithm
MiniASM. It lacks an error correction procedure before assembly can only
tell repeated fragments from each other when the sequence difference rea-
ches 13%. This leads to the fact thatMiniASMcanonly recognize errorswhen
assembling large genomes, and it achieves lower assembled genome conti-
nuity than any of NECAT, CANU, or Falcon.71 Therefore, if the sequenced
genome is not large enough, using the “correct-then-assemble” strategy
may more easily get an accurate and continuous genome.

At present, most error-correcting tools of long-read-sequencing originate
from those designed for the PacBio platform, have unsatisfactory perfor-
mance in dealing with nanopore sequencing reads. For instance, CANU
theoretically requires a CPU running 29 K hr to correct nanopore
sequencing reads corresponding to 30X human genome coverage.48

Furthermore, these tools directly remove the high error regions in the data-
sets, significantly reducing the length and continuity of the final assembly.
Therefore, assembly algorithms should be optimized for nanopore
sequencing reads to improve their performance. NECAT reflects such
kind of effort.65, Unlike other tools that iteratively correct reads, NECAT ap-
plies a two-step progressive method for error correction to deal with the
complicated errors in nanopore sequencing reads. Briefly, it first corrects
low-error-rate sub-sequences (LERS) of the reads and then corrects high-er-
ror-rate sub-sequences. In the assembly procedure, it uses a two-stage
assembler (Figure 3B). First, the corrected nanopore reads are assembled
into contigs (Figure 3A); next, the contigs are bridged by original raw reads
to retain as many sequences for contig scaffolding, which may be lost in
the error correction procedure. The progressive sequence correction and
assembly strategy achieves 99% recovery of the local areas of ONT reads
with high errors. Overall, NECAT not only efficiently solves the complex er-
rors in nanopore sequencing but also ensures more reads can be used for
genome assembly.

Tools and algorithms developed for small variants and structural
variants

Despite the relatively low base-calling accuracy, ONT DDS reads show
great performance in structural variant calling.78–80 Longshot81 utilizes an
HMM to tackle the high error rate of nanopore long-reads, but it only detects
SNPs. Clairvoyante was the first deep-learning–based variant-calling algo-
rithm that supports both SNPand InDel calling using long-reads.78 Its succes-
sor, namedClair, has further improved the quality of called variants, especially
SNPs.80,82 PEPPER83 phases the long-reads into two haplotype groups for
calling, which effectively simplifies the long-read variant calling problem
fromcalling both homozygous and heterozygous variants, to calling homozy-
gous variants only, with further recombination of homozygous calls. In terms
of structural variant (SV) calling, Sniffles82 workswith the NGMLR aligner and
uses a split-read algorithm on long-reads for accurate SV calling. SVIM84
www.cell.com/the-innovation
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Figure 3. NECAT two-step progressive correction and as-
sembly (A and B) Error correction for nanopore reads, and
(C) assembly of nanopore reads. Pale yellow strips represent
raw uncorrected reads; pink stripes represent the reads with
corrected LERS. Green strips represent the reads with cor-
rected RERS; the red stripes represent the error-prone reads
that failed to be corrected. Purple strips represent the con-
tigs. The block boxes in strips indicate errors and the white
rectangle in strips is high-error-rate region. The black rect-
angle in pink strips means the high-error-rate region is
shielded from correcting during first correction step. Dotted
lines mean overlapping-error-rate threshold used for select-
ing supporting reads. The pale yellow box between two
purple strips means contig bridge selected from raw reads.
LR means the targeted long-read that would be corrected.
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detects five types of SVs (deletions, insertions, inversions, duplications, tan-
demduplications, and translocations) and ismore sensitive but less accurate
than Sniffles. CuteSV85 collects the signatures of various types of SVs and
employs a clustering-and-refinement method to implement sensitive SV
detection. NanoVar was designed to identify SVs with low-depth, long-read
whole-genome sequencing data,86 while SENSV has further lowered the
depth requirement to the throughput of a single MinION flow cell using algo-
rithmic advancements.79 NanoVar and SENSV enabled cost-effective and
comprehensive SV studies using ONT DDS, making it a more practical appli-
cation for disease diagnosis in the future.

Computational solutions for SV identification should integrate more fac-
tors than those for base-calling, including split reads (SRs), depth of coverage,
and local de novo assembly. Ultra-long ONT DDS reads, such as those pro-
duced by ONT DDS, can directly readthrough the entire region of SVs or
have more reads covering the SV boundaries, but short-read sequencing
generally does not have high confidence in the discovery of large structural
variants due to limited reads from SV boundaries as evidence. Researchers
have developed several tools to detect SVs in accordance with ONT DDS
long-read traits (Figure 4). NanoSV, developed at the earlier stage, clusters
SRs to identify SV breakpoint junctions, and has successful applications in
clinical and research scenarios.87 In addition to SRs, Picky also combines
the seed-and-extend process to detect SVswithONTDDS long-reads.88 Clair-
voyante represents a successful attempt to use a deep-learning algorithm to
find SVs, including small SVs, using less computational time.81 Currently, an
analysis pipeline named CAMPHOR can identify deletions (R100 bp), inser-
tions (R100 bp), inversions, and intra-chromosomal translocations.89

Tools developed for methylation identification. Various types of DNA
and RNA base modifications play crucial roles in fundamental biological pro-
cesses. In DNA, 5-methylcytosine (5mC) contributes to maintain genome
integrity and stability,90,91 regulate pre-mRNA transcription initiation and pro-
cessing, and even regulate poly(A) tail length,92 while N6-methyladenosine
(m6A) modifications in mRNA could affect RNA splicing, degradation, and
translation.93,94 NGS-based solutions, such as whole-genome bisulfite
sequencing and methylated RNA immunoprecipitation sequencing, are
widely implemented in the latest studies. Nevertheless, biases introduced
in experimental procedures, particularly from the random fragmentation
and DNA amplification, need to be further solved.95,96 ONT DDS and DRS
sequence without converting bases and without amplification, so they could
ll
theoretically be used to directly detect DNA and RNAmodifications when the
trained model is sensitive enough (Figure 5).

Several software packages are available to detect DNA and RNAmodifica-
tions in nanopore sequencing data. Nanopolish97 includes an HHM trained
from a 6-mer model of CpG motifs to differentiate between 5mC and unme-
thylated cytosine in the CpG context of ONT DDS reads of human genomic
DNA.98 In the training data as initial input, mCaller utilizes four machine
learning algorithms (neural network, random forest, logistic regression, and
naive Bayes classifiers) with 6-mers around positions of interest to improve
the accuracy of detection of m6A modifications.99 Researchers wonder if
previous DNA methylation detection models may not fully utilize nanopore
electric ion current signals, and Liu et al.95 trained a bidirectional RNNmodel
with so-called long short-term memory in DeepMod. Its training data were
based on bisulfite sequencing confirmed full methylated or unmethylated
DNA, and it was evaluatedwith respect to the genomes of three different spe-
cies, by comparing the DeepMod results with both naturally occurring and
synthetically introduced modifications. Its average precision ranged from
�0.9–0.99 for 5mCandN6-methyladenine (m6A, as opposed to 6mA) detec-
tion.95 In the same period, DeepSignal, another popular DNA modification
detection tool, was released,100 and it is by far the best 5mC caller for human
CpG modifications according to personal communication.100 Recently, the
DeepSignal has a derived version, DeepSignal-plant, adjusted according to
5mCmodifications in plants, which have CHG and CHHmethylation in addi-
tion toCGmethylation.101However, thesemachine learning–baseddetection
algorithms need prior training via extensive datasets. To address this limita-
tion, some other tools examine the statistical difference between signals
from native samples and frommodification-free controls; for instance, Nano-
Mod relies on the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test to compare raw ion current
signals of sequenced samples with two sets of standard ion currents, and
then judgewhether the related bases aremodified or not.102 NanoMod is per-
fect for Escherichia coli data analysis, butmay not be suitable formethylation
detection in eukaryotic cells.102

For RNA modification detection, there have been several widely used op-
tions. For instance, EpiNano achieves an overall accuracy of �90% in the
identification of m6A RNA modification based on multiple trained support
vector machines with m6A modified and unmodified synthetic sequencing
as training data.103 ELIGOS (Epitranscriptional Landscape Inferring from
Glitches of ONT Signals) detects ribonucleotide modification based on the
The Innovation 2, 100153, November 28, 2021 5



Figure 4. Schematic flow chart of small variant and SV calling with ONT DDS data The “data preprocessing” box shows the commonly used bioinformatics tools for
preprocessing the ONT sequencing data. The “small variant calling” and “Structural variant calling” boxes show the essential steps their critical parameters. The “functional
analysis” box shows the applications of the detected variants. SV, structural variation; DB, database; CLISIG, clinical significance.
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error rates of specific bases, which are lower for unmodified RNA than for
nativeRNA.104Meanwhile, ELIGOS, taking various types of syntheticmodified
RNAs as training datasets, can be used for both rRNA and mRNA. Its accu-
racy reaches over 93% for the known classes of modifications in rRNA from
E. coli, yeast, and human cell lines.104 Recently, nanom6A is released with an
accuracy of 97%, higher than other algorithms. Its high accuracywas partially
supported from the comparison between its results and those from methyl-
ated RNA immunoprecipitation sequencing and m6A-sensitive RNA-endori-
bonuclease–facilitated sequencing.105 The dysregulation of m6A in mRNAs
may lead to tumorigenesis106; therefore, using ONT DRS to investigate the
relationship between m6A modification and tumorigenesis will be clearer
and easier. For instance, the inhibitor of METTL3-MTTL14–STM2457 specif-
ically prevents m6A occurrence and thus can be used to treat acute myeloid
leukemia (AML).107 Therefore, ONT DRS, can directly identify m6A modifica-
tions that contribute to AML.
6 The Innovation 2, 100153, November 28, 2021
Besides the tools developed for ONT DDS and DRS data analysis, ONT
DRS data also contain poly(A) tail length information that can be used to eval-
uate mRNA stability and translation efficiency.108,109 Recently, poly(A) tail
length has been confirmed to be positively correlated with DNA methylation
around transcription termination sites.92 Currently, Nanopolish can be used
toevaluate poly(A) tail length for eachONTDRS read.50,110 Tailfindr is another
tool for evaluating poly(A) tail length.111 It uses an R package to estimate
poly(A) tail length for unaligned, base-called data.

ONT DDS and its applications
The first application of ONT DDS was to sequence the model organism

E. coli K-12 sub-strain MG1655 in 2014 with the R7.3 flow cell.112 Initially,
however, nanopore sequencing did not get too much attention because of
its very high error rate (around 30%).113 Since 2017, genome assembly using
nanopore sequencing has been completed for diverse organisms, e.g.,
www.cell.com/the-innovation
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Figure 5. The workflow of methylation identification for
ONT DDS and DRS data Raw electrolytic current signal
files (FAST5) can be decoded to sequence information and
electrolytic current signal information. Using the indexed
electrolytic current signals and established detection
models, the electrolytic current signals and sequence infor-
mation can be mapped to the reference genome, then using
the established detectionmodels, we can detect methylation
sites in the genome.
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yeast,114 fish,115,116 plants,56,117–119 humans,48,120 fungi,121 Drosophila,122,123

and Caenorhabditis elegans.124 Recently, there is a rapid rise of ONT DDS for
genome assembly. Over 100 publications in this field were published in 2020,
and there have already been over 50 nanopore sequenced genomes reported
in the first quarter of this year. The explosion of ONTDDSapplication is due to
its recent progress, including significantly reduced cost and increased ability
to provide sequence information at higher accuracy, benefiting from opti-
mized base-calling and long-read alignment algorithms.53

One successful example for ONT DDS application is to profile centro-
meric DNA sequence and the related epigenetic traits in Arabidopsis.125

Centromeric DNA comprises satellite DNA with a 100- to 200-bp repeat
sequence. Satellite DNA is highly variable in sequence and length among
different species; therefore, it is very challenging to assemble centromeric
DNA with traditional sequencing technologies. However, ONT DDS provides
such a chance for de novo assembling of Arabidopsis centromeric DNA and
to profile its DNA methylation. Although the Arabidopsis thaliana genome
was sequenced in 2000, until recently the centromeric DNA reference
was assembled with ONT DDS ultra-long-reads.125 It clearly shows that
there are 66,129 centromeric satellite repeats with an approximately 180-
bp sequence in the five chromosomal centromeric regions, and each chro-
mosome possesses largely private satellite variants, higher-order CEN180
repeats are prevalent within centromeres. The investigators also found
that ATHILA LTR retrotransposons interrupted centromeric genetic and
epigenetic organization by invading the satellite array in centromeres. A
clear picture of centromeres in Arabidopsis can be acquired mainly depend-
ing on ONT DDS.

Another example for ONT DDS application is to reprofile epigenetic pat-
terns in a complete human genome with ONT DDS long-reads.126 In this
study, the authors used T2T CHMI3 complete human genome data that
were assembledwithONTDDS long-reads to further profile its epigenetic pat-
terns, especially for those newly complete genomic regions (e.g., peri-centro-
meres, centromeres, acrocentric chromosome arms, sub-telomeres,
segmental duplications, tandem repeats), and can distinguish epigenetically
heterogeneous and homogeneous regions based on the clustered readswith
methylation traits.126

An additional example of ONT DDS application is an adaptive nanopore
sequencing for the golden lion tamarin (Leontopithecus rosalia) mitochon-
drial genome and epigenome.127 Adaptive sequencing with ONT DDS can
enrich targeted reads and thus can increase the coverage of target DNA.
Adaptive sequencing is particularly useful for environmental DNA, e.g., DNA
ll
from soil or feces of animals. Using ONT DDS adaptive sequencing, the au-
thors acquired 258x coverage of themitogenome of the closely related black
lion tamarin (Leontopithecus chrysopygus) from feces of golden lion tamarin,
which was successfully used to profile the mitogenome of golden lion
tamarin. The differences between mitogenomes of the black lion tamarin
and golden lion tamarin are 38 SNP, and in the golden lion tamarin mitoge-
nome, some hydromethylation sites were also identified.127 For biodiversity
preservation research, environmental DNA detection can be performed
with ONT DDS adaptive sequencing.

Another application for ONT DDS is nanopore Cas9 targeted sequencing
(nCATS), which combines the Cas9 nuclease to cut the targeted DNA from
the genome, then uses an adaptor to ligate the enriched targeted DNA for
ONT DDS.128 The strategy not only allows for the sequencing of genomic re-
gions of interest for SNPs and SVs but can also acquire epigenomic informa-
tion of enriched targeted genomic regions.128 In terms of using ONT DDS for
small variant detection, several variant callers have been developed that
could be used to provide therapeutic targets for the timely treatment of dis-
eases related to such variation.78–80 Clinical diagnosis using both small var-
iants (SNPs and InDels) and SVs can be a precise and effective strategy,
especially for therapeutic target identification, and monitoring of hematolog-
ical malignancies, etc.129

For ONT DDS, DNA quality is crucial for successful sequencing, and cur-
rent commercial genomic DNA extraction kits are not enough for ONT DDS
library preparation because the purity and length of ONT DDS required is
higher than the standards of commercial kits. Because the ONT company
has some mature protocol, readers can follow the protocol the company
provides to obtain qualified genomic samples (https://community.
nanoporetech.com/extraction_methods). Currently, a single MinION flow
cell can produce up to 50 Gb of data if the library quality is high enough.
For beginners, the main problem is how to obtain high-quality genomic
DNA for ONT DDS. Currently, Oxford Nanopore provides different protocols
for extracting high-quality genomic DNA for different species (https://
community.nanoporetech.com/extraction_methods). To download the
related protocols, interested parties need to register with the Nanopore
community. To obtain high-quality long genomic DNA and avoid contamina-
tion with short genomic DNA, researchers can use BluePippin (Sage Sci-
ence, Beverly, MA) to get the defined sizes of genomic DNA for
sequencing,130 or use the Short-Read Eliminator Kit (Ciculomics, Baltimore,
MD) (SKU SS-100-101-01). Also note that for different applications, the
strategy for ONT DDS library preparation is different. For example, for
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assembling an unknown genome, it is better to acquire the longest reads
with the Ultra-Long DNA Sequencing Kit (Oxford Nanopore Technologies,
Oxford, UK) (SQK-ULK001), so that each sequencing read can cover the
largest possible genomic region. However, for those species with reference
genomes, if you onlywant to learn about SVs and/or DNAmodifications, it is
better to fragment genomic DNA to 8 kbwith g-Tube (Covaris, Woburn, MA)
(Cat# 520079), so that you can retrieve asmuch data as possible for down-
stream analysis. Readers can find more related information from the
following web page: https://community.nanoporetech.com/. Published
tools for alignment (genome assembly, structural variants, and methylation
detection) can be found in Table 2.

ONT DRS and its applications
Another advantage is its unrestricted read length, which breaks the limit

for current commercial reverse transcription kits. ONT DRS has confirmed
its ability to sequence super-long RNA molecules,49,50 after it was first
demonstrated for native RNA in 2018.131 Using this technology, Zhang
et al.50 provided the new splicing patterns detected by sequenced native
RNA reads with experimental evidence and corrected the annotation of Ara-
bidopsis At4g17140 splicing sites. The transcripts from At4g17140 are ul-
tra-long RNA molecules (longer than 13,000 nt). This is beyond the ability of
common commercial reverse transcriptase kits, which can only
convert RNA sequences of less than 12,000 nt to complete cDNA mole-
cules. Another great example attesting to the advantages of ONT DRS
comes from a novel gene activated in met1-3 (MET1) and ddcc
(DRM1DRM2CMT2CMT3) quadruple mutants. This gene covers a 17.3-kb
genomic region with eight small exons interspersed within the intergenic re-
gions of several annotated genes.92

Very interestingly, as hinted at above, ONTDRS can also be used to correct
previously assembled genomes. In Arabidopsis, transcripts from At2g40980
not only contain the previously annotatedAraport11 transcripts (with no addi-
tional exons found in the second intron) but also contain around 20 tran-
scripts from a cryptic exon within the second intron. That cryptic exon in
the second intron had not been annotated in the Arabidopsis genome, but
the original BAC clone and follow-up experimental evidence support the exis-
tence of the cryptic exon.50

Unlike traditional NGS, ONT DRS sequences full-length transcripts without
converting RNA to cDNA, and it can directly capture alternative splicing
events in 15% of human hereditary diseases and cancers.132 Currently,
some rare diseases, e.g., myelodysplasia syndromes, were found to be
caused by aberrant splicing because of spliceosome mutation in somatic
cells.133 To effectively detect aberrant splicing relating to human diseases,
a pipeline-FRASER for NGS RNA-seq and ONT DRS analysis was devel-
oped.134 Besides spliceosome mutation causing aberrant splicing in human
diseases, some splicing site mutations also cause alternative splicing and
related human diseases.135 Actually, the SpliceDisease database was pub-
lished in 2012,136 and documentsmost common splice-related diseases. Us-
ing ONT DRS, we can find novel isoforms in a specific disease, whichmay be
omitted by NGS RNA-seq. However, for ONT DRS application for aberrant
splicing detection or novel-isoformdiscovery in a disease, researchers should
keep in mind that rG4 structure in some transcripts may impede the
sequencing because of the huge structures, while human mRNA, at least,
in vitro, easily forms the rG4 structure if no lithium ion (Li+) is present.137

To better detect the related alternative splicing events in human diseases,
the purified RNAs should be treated with Li+ before making an ONT DRS
library.

With the development of more basemodification detection tools, epi-tran-
scriptomes of different species have been reported.49,96,103–105,138–142 It has
been reported thatm6Amodificationsmay have some negative connections
with readthrough transcripts, because m6A writer mutant vir-1 has more
readthrough transcripts,49 whereas 5mCmodifications also have a high cor-
relation with mobile mRNAs because they harbor more 5mC modifications
compared with total mRNAs.50 Previously, the Kragler lab143 confirmed
that in graft junction-mobile methylated mRNAs TRANSLATIONALLY
CONTROLLED TUMOR PROTEIN 1 (TCTP1) and HEAT SHOCK COGNATE
8 The Innovation 2, 100153, November 28, 2021
PROTEIN 70.1 (HSC70.1), the mRNA transport of which is diminished in mu-
tants deficient in 5mCmRNAmethylation. Furthermore, with ONT DRS, m6A
modifications in adenoviral transcripts have been identified. Modification of
m6A particularly affects the splicing of viral transcripts, whichwas confirmed
with the m6A writer mutant.140 Besides m6A and 5mC modifications, other
kinds of modifications of mRNA also were reported using ONT DRS
reads.144,145

For modification detection models, there are two strategies. One is to use
differential error calling, e.g., ELIGOS uses the error rate of specific bases be-
tween native RNA sequencing data and cDNA sequencing data of the same
sample.104,106 A similar strategy was used for m6A detection in the wild-type
Arabidopsis ecotype col-0, by employing an m6A writer mutant (vir-1
mutant),49 and also with the normal and m6A writer mutant, for the differen-
tial ion current associated with adenoviral transcripts.140 The other strategy
adopts trained models. The EpiNano algorithm was based entirely on syn-
thetic fully methylated and unmethylated RNAs.103 Another example using
this strategy is nanom6A,105 which also used the synthetic fully methylated
and unmethylated RNAs to train its detection model. Another related
approach for modification detection models is to use machine or deep
learning. MINES (m6A identification using nanopore sequencing) is an
example, which uses a random forest classifier withmiCLIPm6A sites within
DRACH motifs.96 NanoCompore was also developed based on a machine
learning algorithm.146

Any modification in mRNA can be detected if there are perfectly related
training data. Oxford Nanopore provides the Megalodon model training
software (https://nanoporetech.github.io/megalodon/model_training.html),
which uses the Taiyaki algorithm (https://github.com/nanoporetech/
taiyaki) to build up modified base detection models with in vitro or in vivo
training data.

ONT DRS can sequence native RNA, and its good application is to profile
NAD-capped RNA (Figure 6). Recently, it has been found that mRNAs not
only have 7-methylguanosine (m7G) caps, but also have other caps, e.g.,
NAD-capped mRNA in E. coli,147 yeast,148 humans,130 and Arabidop-
sis.149–151 Previously, to purify NAD-capped RNA, the NAD caps should
be labeled with biotin via click chemistry. Then streptavidin beads would
be used to enrich the biotin-labeled RNA molecules. Finally, after elution
from streptavidin beads, the RNAs were used in NGS.152 This protocol
has been used to prepare RNA from different organisms.130,147–150,153

However, the big problem with the protocol is eluting RNA from the strep-
tavidin beads, which introduces false-positive results because of its huge
background. Another strategy for accurately identifying NAD-capped
RNAs is to use the click chemistry to introduce an RNA adaptor to the
NAD caps, then use biotin-labeled DNA, which is complementary to the syn-
thetic RNA adaptor to enrich the NAD-capped RNA. The enriched NAD-cap-
ped RNAs were used for ONT DRS, because the NAD-capped RNA mole-
cules can be identified according to their adaptor sequences.151,154 This
strategy can greatly decrease the false-positive rate of NAD-capped RNA
molecules, allowing researchers to learn the characteristics of NAD-capped
RNA, e.g., whether there are differences in splicing patterns, poly(A) tail
length, etc., between NAD-capped RNA and normal RNA molecules. The
original protocol for labeling NAD-capped RNA was to use copper ions to
catalyze click chemistry. Unfortunately, this splices a lot of RNA, and thus
a huge input of RNA was required. To conquer the problem, SPAAC
(strain-promoted azide-alkyne cycloaddition) was used to replace copper
ions, which allowed for a great reduction in input RNA. However, during
the development of the protocol, it was found that the ADPRC enzyme
can catalyze m7G-capped RNA, although with very low efficiency.149 How-
ever, because m7G-capped RNA is far more abundant than NAD-capped
RNA, it is possible that previously identified NAD-capped RNA from eukary-
otic cells may have been contaminated with m7G-capped RNA, especially
those from humans and yeast. One way of removing such contamination
is to eliminate m7G RNA when performing the ADPRC reaction.149 Another
way is to identify NAD-capped RNA from organelles or prokaryotic cells.154

One problem that still needed to be resolved was to add poly(A) tails to the
RNA before preparing ONT DRS libraries, as Zhang et al. did.154
www.cell.com/the-innovation
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Table 2. Tools developed for analysis of Nanopore sequencing data

Tool Description Algorithm Advantages Rate Disadvantages Link Reference (PMID)

LAST Alignment adaptive seeds Adaptive seeds are matches
that are chosen based on
their rareness, instead of
using fixed-length matches

- the running time increases
linearly with sequence length
and short DNA reads

https://gitlab.com/mcfrith/last 21209072

Minimap2 Alignment split-read alignment DNA or long mRNA, higher
accuracy, faster, and full
length of reads

- not suitable for chimeric
alignments

https://github.com/lh3/
minimap2

29750242

GraphMap Alignment candidate alignments
and fast graph traversal

long reads with speed, high
sensitivity

- large-memory https://github.com/isovic/
graphmap

27079541

UNCALLED Alignment Ferragina-Manzini index mapping during sequencing
and the leftmost mapping

- not full length https://github.com/skovaka/
UNCALLED

33257863

tailfindr poly(A) measures poly(A)
tail length

- - - https://github.com/adnaniazi/
tailfindr

31266821,
33835460

NaS Assembly illumina hybrid entirely and with no error - Not suitable for large
genomes

https://www.genoscope.cns.fr/
externe/nas/

25927464

LQS Assembly multiple-alignment
corrected

corrected by a multiple-
alignment and 99.5%
nucleotide identity

- Not suitable for large
genomes

https://github.com/jts/
nanopore-paper-analysis

26076426

Canu Assembly tf-idf weighted MinHash
and graph construction

halves depth-of-coverage
requirements, improves
assembly continuity and
reduces runtime on large
genomes

- accuracy depends on
signal-level polishing

https://github.com/marbl/canu 28298431

Miniasm Assembly No correction magnitude faster - error rate is as high as
raw reads

https://github.com/lh3/
miniasm

27153593

Nanopolish Variant caller/
Methylation
detection

Hidden Markov Model calculate an improved
consensus sequence for a
draft genome assembly,
detect base modifications,
call SNPs and indels

- signal-level analysis https://github.com/jts/
nanopolish

26076426

Clairvoyante Variant caller/
SV caller

convolutional neural
network

SV calling, small variants
and genotype

- higher sequencing depth https://github.com/
aquaskyline/Clairvoyante

30824707

Clair Variant caller Deep neural network faster and complex
variants with multiple
alternative alleles

- accuracy depends on
pileup data and greater
computational demands

https://github.com/quay/clair

NanoSV SV caller split- and gapped-
aligned reads

genotyping - non-detectable inversion,
complex repeat regions
and segmental duplications

https://github.com/
mroosmalen/
nanosv

29109544

Picky SV caller seed-and-extend
process and split-read

micro-insertions and
phased SV

- high specificity https://github.com/
TheJacksonLaboratory/Picky

29713081
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Table 2. Continued

Tool Description Algorithm Advantages Rate Disadvantages Link Reference (PMID)

NanoVar SV caller artificial neural network low-depth (8X) - the alignment profile of
each read requires re-
training

https://github.com/benoukraflab/
nanovar

32127024

SENSV SV caller Deep neural network low-depth - balanced translocation
missed

https://github.com/HKU-BAL/
SENSV

CAMPHOR SV caller SV breakpoints polymorphic SVs and
somatic SVs

- removed indels in short
repeats, the average read
length 5 kbps and non-
detectable indels < 100 bp

https://github.com/afujimoto/
CAMPHOR

33910608

NanoMod Methylation
detection

signal intensities raw signal data and 5mC - two pair sample reads https://github.com/WGLab/
NanoMod

30712508

DeepSignal Methylation
detection

deep learning 6mA/5mC, lower
coverage, and predict
methylation states

- train DeepSignal to
detect more types of
base modification

https://github.com/
bioinfomaticsCSU/deepsignal

30994904

mCaller Methylation
detection

neural network 6mA and detect known
or confirm suspected
methyltransferase
target motifs

- only bacteria genome https://github.com/al-mcintyre/
mCaller_analysis_scripts

30718479

DeepMod Methylation
detection

recurrent neural network 6mA/5mC,strand-
sensitive and has single-
base resolution

- non-detectable other types
of modifications or other
different motifs, not suitable
for RNA, neighboring bases
inflence, elied on alignment
tool to find correct reference
positions of bases

https://github.com/WGLab/
DeepMod

31164644

MINES Methylation
detection

random forest m6A sites within
DRACH motifs

- lost small difference
modification sites and not
suitable for DNA

https://github.com/YeoLab/
MINES

31624092

Nanom6A Methylation
detection

XGBoost model m6A at single-base
resolution and quantified
abundance of m6A sites

- not suitable for DNA https://github.com/gaoyubang/
nanom6A

33413586

FLAIR Isoform
detection

correct and realign assessing 30 poly(A) tail
length, base modifications,
and transcript haplotypes

- combined short Illumina reads https://github.com/
BrooksLabUCSC/flair

31740818

TrackCluster Isoform
detection

read tracks read classification,
a transcript isoform with
numerous exons, stage-
specific or cell-specific
expression of isoforms

- not suitable for large genomes https://github.com/Runsheng/
trackcluster

32024662
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Figure 6. Flowchart for ONT DRS of NAD-capped RNAs The 50and 30 indicate the NAD-capped RNA direction. The NAD structure was illustrated and connected to the 50
end of the NAD-capped RNA, after ADPRC catalysis, the azide moiety was linked to NAD via replacing nicotinamide, the azide contained NAD-capped RNA then can react
with SPAAC, and the synthetic RNA adapter with DBCO at its 30 end can conjugate with azide functionalized NAD-capped RNA. The tagged NAD-capped RNA then can be
used for ONT DRS library preparation and further sequenced and analyzed. ADPRC, ADP-ribosyl cyclase; NAD, nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide; SPAAC, strain-promoted
azide-alkyne cycloaddition; tagRNA, synthetic adaptor RNA to tag NAD-capped RNA; ONT DRS, Oxford Nanopore Technologies Direct RNA Sequencing.
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Another elegant application for ONT DRS is denoting RNA secondary
structure. The strategy is to label single-strand RNA bases, because the
labeled bases will produce different ion currents that can be used to distin-
guish the positions of bases (in single- or double-stranded RNA).155,156 Ste-
phenson et al.156 used acetylimidazole to exogenously label RNAbases, while
Aw et al.155 used 2-methylnicotinic acid imidazolide azide, dimethyl sulfate,
and 1-cyclohexyl-3-(2-morpholinoethyl) carbodiimide metho-p-toluenesulfo-
nate to label RNA bases. But both papers successfully used ONT DRS to
detect labeled bases and to decipher RNA structures.

For ONT DRS, to get full-length RNA reads, only RNA primary structure
should remain when preparing ONT DRS libraries. Reverse transcription
(RT) can destroy the secondary (and higher) structure of most RNA mole-
cules; this is the reason that RT is necessary for preparing ONT DRS libraries,
although cDNA is never used for sequencing. However, RNAsmay also have
G-quadruplex (G4, but rG4 when referring to RNA) secondary struc-
tures,157,158 which can cause reverse transcriptase stalling.137 It has been
thought the rG4 structures are globally unfolded in eukaryotic cells,159 but
RNA can quickly form rG4 structure in vivo in Na+ or K+ solution in vitro,159

while Li+ can eliminate rG4 structures.137,159 In Arabidopsis, rG4 structures
are common in mRNA.158 ONT DRS library preparation with and without
Li+ treatment has different average RNA molecular lengths.50

ONTDRS reads also can be used todetect poly(A) tail length.49,50,110,160,161

Poly(A) tails are homopolymers and proximal to the sequencing adapters,
which can both be used to evaluate poly(A) tail length according to the dwell
time of the poly(A) bases.160 Using Nanopolish to estimate poly(A) tail length,
we have found that TE transcripts have longer poly(A) tails compared with
other transcripts, while transcripts from housekeeping genes tend to have
shorter poly(A) tails.92

Challenges for ONT DDS and DRS
Although ONT DDS and DRS were quickly applied in different research

fields and greatly enhanced our understanding of genome profiling, accuracy
of base-calling is still a challenge. The problem is becomingmore obvious for
ONTDRSdata becausemore than 100 basemodifications of RNAmolecules
have been discovered.162 To accurately detect allmodified bases remains an
ll
enormous challenge because any modification may require a trained model
for accurate detection, especially the training data used from the completely
unmethylated transcriptome and fully methylated transcriptome. Although
the completely unmethylated transcriptome and fully methylated transcrip-
tome are relatively easy to get via converting the transcriptome to cDNA,
and then using cDNA for in vitro transcription with modified bases or normal
bases to get these training data, some RNA modifications may make nano-
pore sequencing impossible, e.g., base glycosylationwith oligosaccharide,163

whichmay completely block the nanopore. For suchmodifications, new stra-
tegies may need to be developed.

Currently, ONT DRS is mainly used for mRNA sequencing. For other RNA
sequencing, e.g., rRNA or RNAs from prokaryotic cells, the length of RNA nor-
mally is longer than 100 nt; therefore, small RNA sequencing, even for tRNA
sequencing, still is impossible. To sequence small RNAmolecules, especially
those less than 30 nt, molecule glue or RNA adapters should be developed to
ligate small RNA into long chimeric RNAs for sequencing.

Another challenge may come from ONT DRS library preparation because
the RNA used for an ONT DRS library needs to have a poly(A) tail. In the case
of noncoding RNA and RNA from prokaryotic cells, a poly(A) “tailing” step
needs to be performed before ONT DRS library preparation.168 For ONT
DRS, an additional challenge is how to get full-length RNAs, because 15 to
50 nt at the 5 0 end of mRNAs cannot be detected because of loss of control
of the speed mediated by the motor protein.51 One way to resolve the prob-
lem is to ligate an RNA adapter to the 5 0 end of the sequenced RNAs, as was
done for NAD-capped RNA with the TagSeq method.151,154,164

The relatively higher base error rate, especially in the low-complexity
genomic regions, has long prevented genetic testing andmicrobial detection
from utilizing the full power of ONT DDS. However, the miniaturization of
equipment and fast turnaround time provide hope that the two applications
will becomemoreapproachable.With significant effortsmade to improve the
performance of small variant and structural variant detection in the past 3
years, the impact is likely imminent. Nevertheless, we should also be aware
of the limitations that remain. While the sensitivity and accuracy of SNPs de-
tected from ONT DDS have surpassed those from Illumina sequencing (both
sensitivity and accuracy have reached over 99.5%83), InDel detection remains
The Innovation 2, 100153, November 28, 2021 11
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an unsolved problem (sensitivity around 60% and accuracy around 90%).
Most of the incorrect and missing InDels are in low-complexity genomic re-
gions, such as tandem repeats, repetitive elements, and MHC proteins.78

One should be cautious when drawing conclusions from ONT DDS–
detected InDels in these regions, and not make any medical decisions
from any ONT DDS–detected InDels unless the InDels can be validated
with additional experiments. Theper-base cost of ONTDDS isstill a few times
higher than short-read sequencing, resulting in lower depth coverage per
sample by some early adopters of ONT DDS with the same budget as for
short-reads. Although some structural variant detection algorithms are de-
signed to cope with the lower depth of coverage, it imposes certain limita-
tions, such as the type of structural variants that can be reliably detected.79

As ONT DDS is still in its early development and there is no one-size-fits-all
solution for variant calling, one should obtain a deeper understanding of
the algorithms and their limitations before using them, especially when pa-
tients are involved.

FUTURE PERSPECTIVE
ONT nanopore not only represents a new sequencing technology, but also

greatly alters our strategies for answering some basic biological questions,
e.g., for identification ofNAD-cappedRNA,151,154 and detection of the second-
ary structure ofmRNA.155,156 Based on themerits of ONT DDS and DRS, they
may also be used as biomarkers for correctly identifying species with close
relatives (e.g., for identification of authenticmedicinal herbs), and distinguish-
ing different tissues from the same species (e.g., transcripts from roots and
leaves, respectively, may have different m6A modification patterns in their
transcripts or for some genomic regions they may have different DNA
methylation patterns). In addition, because of their low cost but high output,
they can be used for profiling more (epi)genomes/(epi)transcriptomes of
different species. They may be especially suitable for research on the effect
of the environment on the regulation of gene expression.

We have discussed the limitations of using ONT DDS for small variant and
structural variant calling; however, the most significant limitation remains its
high base-calling error rate. It is noteworthy that the ONT DDS error rate has
improved remarkably in recent years through better chemistries and better
base-calling algorithms. ONT made the new R10.3 chemistry165 available
early last year for public testing. With a longer barrel and dual reader head
in each nanopore, the new chemistry has reduced the base error rate from
�8% to �5%. The primary base-caller “Guppy,” made by ONT, has imple-
mented a flip-flopmodel alongwith a few deep-learning techniques with sup-
port and feedback from a large community of ONT users. With the same set
of testing data, the new model reduced the base error rate from �9%
to �7%.36 The most recently released ONT base-caller, “Bonito” (https://
github.com/nanoporetech/bonito), has shown promising results that further
reduced the base error rate to�5%. Focusing on genomic regions of interest
to increase sequencing coverage has also shown its potential in reducing er-
rors for using ONT DDS in the clinical context. While the community keeps
developing new variant calling methods to make the most out of the ONT
data, we foresee that the advancements in sequencing chemistry, base-call-
ing, and protocol will result in a decisive moment for ONT DDS/DRS to take
over more applications that are currently dominated by short-read
sequencing.
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